LIL’ STUDIO @HOME
Create a Standing Sculpture

Following artist Dozie Kanu’s practice of questioning the definition of art through material and design, make a sculpture out of a common everyday materials, such as Model Magic, foil, and pipe cleaners!

How might you mold, wrap, twist, and pinch some Model Magic or clay to create your sculpture? Can you wrap and bend the foil and/or pipe cleaners and lace through the model to make your standing sculptures?

Suggested Materials
- Cardboard base (cut from recycled box)
- Model Magic or clay
- Foil and/or pipe cleaners

Suggested Reading
Peter’s Chair by Ezra Jack Keats

Dozie Kanu (b. 1993)
Chair [ ix ] (For Babies), 2019
Aluminum sheets, found baby chair, concrete
36 × 24 1/2 × 16 inches
Courtesy the artist and Salon 94